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I believe that Adobe’s technologies can significantly impact the human 
experience by transforming the emotional relationship that all of us have to 
the exploration, immersion, interaction and expression that we all bring to 
our daily experience – whether in our celebration of culture through media, 
our conversations with our close friends and global family, in the ability to be 
powerful and expressive, to touch, inspire and to contribute powerfully to 
other lives in every occupation in an increasingly complex, rich  and inter-
dependent world – where we often collaborate with thousands all over the 
globe to bring an idea to fruition – and where we increasingly rely upon 
symbols to understand our relationship to the world and to interact with it. 
 
Adobe’s technologies act as a catalyst to bring accelerated innovation to the 
workplace and homes by bringing all of the leverage and opportunities that 
companies, technical communities and creative individuals  generate 
together  and coalesce at the desktop in a way that we’ve only seen 
historically on the web – companies now have the opportunity to create 
profound, direct and immediate relationships with their customers and 
partners; development can be more efficiently realized in more scalable 
patterns; and the concept of an application or even an operating system 
transcend beyond the physical shell of any one PC. 
 
I look forward to working closely with a brilliant team and believe that I have 
the broad and far-reaching technical foundation and experience, the 
industry-diverse network of client-facing relationships, the solid business 
experience that comes with starting and running a professional consulting 
organization, and the zealous passion necessary to make a significant impact 
in establishing best practices, methodologies and helping teams to create the 
most forward-thinking and elegant technology solutions to complex 
problems. 
 
20+ years software development, 8+ years web-focused, possessing solid 
credentials as a technology thought leader with passionate endorsements 
from prior internal and external clients – experience with a large variety of 
verticals, and types of applications ranging from educational, relationship-
focused and entertainment (Disney) to business process-centric 
(workflow/Peoplesoft) to serious government, humanitarian and inter-nation 
simulations, real-time collaboration and using the power of media to 
influence opinions and commitments and generate social and economic 
change. 

goal 
 

background 
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technical architect (full-time employee) 
  
Although I have officially been part of the Central U.S. Adobe Consulting 
team, almost all of my engagements have been on the West coast with a few 
exceptions taking place on the East coast. 
 
d.com 3.0 platform development 
 
Currently I am working with the Disney Interactive Group, leading a team of 6 
developers in the development and re-architecture of D.COM3, the next 
iteration of Disney.com – focusing on introducing significant improvements 
in architectural design, load-time and performance. 
 
We had also recently engaged in a major (successful) strategic initiative to 
avoid losing Disney as a Flash Media Server client, demonstrating that 
utilizing Adobe’s technologies made better business than switching to Move 
Networks and Silverlight – in that effort, I led a team of developers in 
migrating Disney.com’s code from AS2 to AS3, addressed hurdles in the 
development of the Disney.com video player and developed a short-term 
solution in conjunction with an Adobe partner to address real-time stream-
switching. 
 
 
file upload and download 
 
Engaged in a significant pre-sales effort with Wells Fargo to utilize both the 
Flash Player and Adobe AIR to create a seamless user experience in securely 
transferring and managing important personal and business digital assets. 
 
user interface 
 
Was the architect on this highly visible AS3 project to create a new user  
experience for web searches – public reviews of the UI have been positive, 
with experienced developers expressing delight at the seamless and highly-
responsive experience. Led a team of 7 Flash/AS3 developers. 
 
times square high-def billboard 
 
Within 6 weeks on a highly visible project, I worked with Clear Channel to 
define the requirements for a billboard management application (mostly in 
Flash as well as a binary socket server in C), architected the solution (and 
several permutations based on pending business decisions), and developed 
the solution as a solo endeavor, including a schedule management system, 
reporting system, and a completely custom video player – have mostly 
written a whitepaper on h.264 video encoding and delivery – and encoded all 
of the initial assets.  The billboard has been up and running in Times Square 
since October 24 hours a day, 7 days a week since then. 
 
 
 
 

adobe consulting 
 

august 2007 – present 
 

clear channel 

search 
me: 

disney 
internet group 

WELLS FARGO 

evAULT 
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technical architect (contract) 
 
I first joined Adobe as a contractor last spring when Adobe Consulting 
established a relationship with Wells Fargo Home Mortgage 
 
This was a major project and a big deal for Adobe as this was the first 
engagement with Wells Fargo and their initial exposure to using Flex on any 
of their applications.  Architected and led a team of developers (from both 
Adobe and Wells Fargo) in developing a large-scale prototype of their Home 
Mortgage Lending Application.  The project was a major success.  

adobe consulting 
 

may 2007 – july 2007 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WELLS FARGO 

home mortgage 
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co-founder & managing partner 
 
I founded Architekture.com shortly after leaving Macromedia.  For the first 
several months, I had envisioned that Architekture.com would be a product 
company (we had started developing a web-based, collaborative Microsoft 
Project using Macromedia Flash and Flash Communication Server).  After 
exhausting my own funding and deciding that the timing was not conducive 
to seeking venture capital, Architekture.com became a service-based 
business.  We worked closely with Macromedia’s SWAT team in helping 
Macromedia’s strategic clients become early adopters of Macromedia’s 
technologies – specifically those related to the Flash platform.  This consisted 
of on-site consultation, the rapid development of prototypes and proof-of-
concepts and developer enablement in the form of knowledge transfer and 
training. I worked closely with WhittmanHart and was the systems architect 
for the Harley-Davidson product configurator (Flex). 
 
In the fall of 2003, we independently engaged with the University of Southern 
California – and began development of the most ambitious role-playing 
simulation to date – a real-time multi-player counter-terrorism simulation – 
based primarily on Macromedia Flash, Flash Communication Server and 
Radical Concept Server (an AMF-compliant auto-versioning document server 
that we created in Python) . The simulation consisted of the player’s interface, 
the simulation master’s interface and the simulation-authoring environment 
(an extraordinarily sophisticated application that allows the author to script a 
choreographed experience for up to 70 characters) 
 
In late 2005, we started adopting Flex as a development technology and 
merged with effectiveUI in December.  We saw tremendous growth in 2006.  
We opted to distinguish ourselves in the Flex application market by almost 
exclusively leveraging full-time employees instead of relying on a contractor 
network as some of the competitors in our market did. 
 
As one of two principals, I have been actively involved in all high-level 
strategic decisions.  I designed and implemented the resource visibility 
pipeline document in order to give team augmentation clients greater 
visibility into effectiveUI resource availability and I work closely with clients to 
review their strategic technology decisions, review technical architectures 
and manage relationship expectations. In addition, I work closely with our 
employees to ensure that they have a solid career growth plan and are 
engaging in evangelical activities, are engaged in ongoing growth and 
training and are being adequately challenged and engaged in their work. 
 
Adobe  United States Air Force  Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency  eBay  University of Southern California  J.L. Halsey  Training 
Peaks  CARTASITE  IBM Research  Random House  Schawk  Hearst 
Publishing  Davita  Brocade  EchoStar  Delloite & Touche  Intuit  
Intel  Monster.com  Workday  Harley-Davidson  WhittmanHart  Cisco 

 GE  United Cargo  United Healthcare  JWT  Dorado  Universal Mind 
 Boeing  Rockwell Collins  Shure Electronics  Draft Worldwide  Wilton 

Industres   Ford  Digitas  Lyris  Minacs  Yahoo!  MasterCard  
Caremark  AmeriQuest  GAP  Morgan Stanley  NBC  dish network  
MTV  Discovery Channel  Scion  ClickFox 

clients 

effectiveUI 
 

2002 – 2007 
 

2006 revenue 
$2.3 million 

40 employees 
 

projected 2007 
$8 million 

80 employees 
 

architekture.com 
merged in  

december 2006 
 

headquarters 
denver, colorado 

 
technologies 

flex, flash, fms, adobe 
connect, coldfusion, j2ee, 

.net, php, mySQL, AMF 
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Public speaker, consultant and trainer for Macromedia. I traveled extensively 
throughout North America, speaking at conventions, conferences and to 
Fortune 500 companies about leveraging Flash as an RIA technology; was 
principal subject matter expert for the Flash 5 certification developer exam; 
assisted in developing Macromedia’s Flash 5 curriculum and was an advisor 
for Flash MX. 
  
I was responsible for the design, project management and delivery of this 
small technology company’s flagship product: a web-based content 
management system. I was responsible for engaging clients, enrolling them 
in the possibilities of this product, and was responsible for managing the 
technical aspects of creating a robust and stable 3-tier architecture where 3rd 
party web designers can create the look and feel, but the end-users were 
responsible for content management. I was responsible for managing a 6-
member team, and saw the project through a successful deployment. I also 
created Flash applets and taught advanced ActionScript classes.  
 
I was responsible for the development of embedded systems code for Virtual 
Private Networking (VPN) Routers. I directed implementation of X.509 (digital 
certificates) and the use of public-key cryptography within the VPN product 
line and was responsible for porting over OpenSSL (which covers secure 
socket layer, certificates, and many aspects of authentication and encryption).  
 
Imagine that you’re in a large room with a projection wall – a noble elk seems 
to walk slowly into the room.  You pull back the bow and watch as the arrows 
flies through the air.  As the arrow strikes the elk, the elk freezes and you can 
now see where the organs are and where the arrow hit.  While your aim was 
good, your score is penalized because you demonstrated poor judgment 
(another animal was in the background). 
 
I was responsible for a department of 4 developers and coordinating with a 
development staff of 5 off-site developers, from conception to delivery of 
high-end shooting simulators (bows, rifles, shotguns and handguns);  
researched and developed new optical sensing technologies, MPEG-II 
decoding solutions; developed over 20 game titles including several Direct3D 
titles; created a new game engine; supervised multimedia development, 
database development; coordinated with 250 field locations; selected and/or 
coordinated design of game hardware; responsible for managing IT needs. I 
was promoted from Manager of Software Development Jan 1, 1999. Company 
was acquired and research & development relocated to Georgia and Texas. I 
was responsible for the design, development and implementation of several 
I/S applications to facilitate the flow of numerical and support-based 
communication between World HQ and 9000 field locations; responsible for 
developing foundation system requirements and developed the initial 
prototype for Windows 95 Tax Preparation Software for use in all H&R Block 
offices. 

macromedia 
senior flash evangelist 

 
2000 – 2002 

dream team 
technologies 

product architect 
 

1999 – 2000 

cisco 
senior software engineer 

 
1999 

dart target systems 
product development 

director 
 

1996-1999 
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I was responsible for the development and implementation of touch-screen 
kiosks for information services.  We used Amiga-based clients with Unix 
server, using C. With several partners, I created and patented a baseball 
training game – which detects the speed, location, and spin of a baseball 
thrown by a pitcher.  I was responsible for the digital electronic design; 
physics research; design of embedded code; FPGA design; and the design of 
PC-based DOS software in C. 
 
adobe actionscript 3.0 3 months 
adobe actionscript 2.0 3 years 
javascript 3 years 
C/C++ 15 years 
 
United States Merchant Marine Academy  
1 yr – Mechanical Engineering 
 
University of Missouri – Kansas City 
9 yrs – Computer Science & Physics 
 
adobe flex 4 years  adobe flash 7 years  adobe coldfusion 1 year 
adobe photoshop 7 years  adobe fireworks 7 years  adobe illustrator 1 yr 
adobe freehand 3 years  adobe acrobat 3 years 
 
Adobe  United States Air Force Non-Traditional Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaisance 
Office  USAF Weather Agency  USAF Air Mobility Command  USAF Air Combat Command  
US Strategic Command  Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency  eBay  University of 
Southern California  J.L. Halsey  Training Peaks  CARTASITE  IBM Research  Random 
House  Schawk  Hearst Publishing  Davita  Brocade  EchoStar  Intuit  Workday  
Harley-Davidson  Cisco  Dorado  Universal Mind  Boeing  Rockwell Collins  AmeriQuest 

 Lynda.com  FBI  England’s IRS  England’s DOD  CurrentTV  U.S. Army  Mascon (Indian 
development firm)  CIA  Baha’I (Religious Organization)  Catapult Performance  Nokia  
Urban Forest  Customer Acquisition, Inc.  TechnoHunt  Brocade  Creation Chamber  Spire 
Media  Quris (Charles Schwabb)  gskinner.com  Xylem Interactive  Breckenridge 
Communications  RealEyes Media  Figleaf  GeekGene  Culture Counts  Gill Foundation  
Colorado Board of Education  FlashGuru  Liberty Media  Ethical Impact  BrightCove  
General Catalyst  Critical Mass Interactive  Colorado Youth at Risk  The Other Side Arts  
Highland Water  Highwinds Software  Electric Rain  Omidyar Network  The Hutton Group 

 RocketBoots  Omniture  New Toronto Group  Schematic  Tapper, Nimer & Associates  
Esria  JustGO!  Userplane/AOL  MobileMind  dTKstudios  Fresh Tracks  Corel  Tokuii  
Nextera  R3 Media  Worlds Apart  Move  Yucca Studios   kidBombay  Quantum Leap  
Micrea  Cardean University  Lockheed Martin  Apple  Daemon  Flashforward  WebDU 
(Sydney)  Fresh Conference (Singapore)  Flash in the Can (Toronto)  FlashSim   Rocky 
Mountain Internet User Group  Rocky Mountain Adobe User Group  Colorado Flex & Flash 
Developers Group  Morgan Stanley  ESRI  Forrester Research  Peachpit Press  Timoney 
Group  Colorado Internet Kieritsu  Customer Acquisition, LLC  O’Reilly Press 
 
Tad Staley  Sean Schnoor  Ramin Hedayatpour  Scott Dreier  Tim Wandell  Mike 
Connor  Tim Brook  Albert Poon  Jerry Knight  Hal Bennett  Dave Mendels  Dave 
Gruber  Raul Hayes  Kevin Hayes  Lloyd Hill  David DeVissor  Steve Chernoff  
Paul Gilbertson  Mike Downey  Cory Lovell  Craig Goodman  David Wadhwani  
Greg Rewis  Jason Knell  John Schuman  Peter Goldie  Gary Grossman   Tom 
Hale  Ben Forta  Liam Maher  Eric Wittman  James Talbot  Mike Chambers  
Peter Ryce  Colin Wardlaw  Pete Santangeli  Mike Sundermeyer  Andrea Shannon 

 Waldo Smeets  Bob Regan  Tom Person  Bill Lofft   Chris Hock  Richard Galvan 
 Gary Hooper  Erik Larson  Rhett Woods  Jonathan Wall  Steve Wozniak  Tim 

Buntel  Colin Wardlaw 

unlimited ideas 
systems programmer 
 
1994-1996 
 
 

languages 
 

products 
 

professional 
contacts 

adobe contacts 
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"Building and Testing Components in Macromedia Flash MX 2004", 
Ellison, A., Pegg, N., Online Article (2005).  
http://www.adobe.com/devnet/flash/articles/buildtest_comp.html  
  
"Using Timelines for States", Ellison, A., Online Article (2004).  
http://www.adobe.com/devnet/flash/articles/using_timelines.html  
  
"Optimizing Video Conferences with Macromedia Flash Technologies", 
Cheng, J. M., Ellison, A., Architekture.com Whitepaper (2005).  
http://www.adobe.com/devnet/flashcom/articles/opt_videoconf.html   
 
“Touching the Glass: Evaluating RIA Technology Platforms”, Ellison, A., 
effectiveUI Whitepaper (2007).  Still-in-progress. 
 
“Metrics and Rich Internet Applications”, Ellison, A., effectiveUI 
presentation, eMetrics Summit, 2006. Washington, D.C. 
 
“Developing Role-Playing Simulations”, Ellison, A., effectiveUI 
presentation, TIE-CON Serious Games Summit, 2006. Denver, CO 
 
“Review of Adobe MAX Conference”, Ellison, A. Colorado Flex & Flash 
Developers’ Group, 2006. Denver, CO 
 
“Integrated Battlespace Collaboration & Communications”, Ellison, A., 
Air Force Joint Expeditionary Forces Media Event, 2006. Nellis AFB, NV 
 
“Using Radical Concept Server”, Ellison, A., Flash Forward, 2005. New York 
City, NY 
 
 
 
I also presented at MXDU 2003 in Sydney (now known as webdu), 
FlashForward 2003 and Fresh Conference 2002 in Singapore. I made several 
presentations to the Rocky Mountain Internet User’s Group. Numerous 
presentations at FlashForward Conferences in NYC, San Francisco, England 
and Amsterdam – as well as user groups and other major industry 
conferences – as a Macromedia employee.  Made countless presentations to 
IT departments of Fortune 500 companies about Flash’s suitability as an RIA 
platform.  After leaving Macromedia, I had started writing a Flash Developers’ 
Book for New Riders but aborted the project when I discovered the pressures 
of starting a new business. 

 

publications and 
speaking 
engagements 


